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Sunday, April 15, 2007:
*Louisiana is back on the map again. It’s on the circuit again in the heavenlies, both the
evil circuit and God’s circuit.
*Because Louisiana is a high place we must make a shift now and understand what it
means for us to go the high place and worship to break the occult spirits. It’s the only
way you can tear them down.
*Part of the issue with Louisiana comes through its government form. This is a year we
are in a battle and at war over government. This is again why Louisiana is on the map.
There is an evil handshake between government and religion that tries to remove the
power of the blood.
*“…by September the 12th I see another rain and another wind coming in. I don’t
believe we were just singing about thunder. I believe we were tapping into thunder and
lightning. I see another rain and wind coming in because -- and let me tell you why.
God’s going to deal with the Mississippi River. And He’s going to deal with the iniquities
in that river. This is what also makes Louisiana different. There are always land issues
but you also have water issues. So you’re having to deal with not only land spirits and
the spirit of iniquity that’s down into the five layers of the land and all, but the only way
you can overturn that is through worship. You can’t overturn it any other way. The
iniquities in the land can only be overturned through worship because they’re worship
issues that create iniquities. In the midst of this, you have water issues coming down
through this state that are huge.”
*“We are here to receive a new wind. Look at somebody and say, okay, this will be a
new wind of strength if we will let it become a new wind of strength to us. I’m not saying
that we are going back through a major destruction again like we’ve been in but I am
saying the wind will blow by September. So hear me carefully. Because we’re in a
different season and God is bringing in a new wind. The wind that will blow in here in
September will be a wind that is causing America to recognize that God is in full control.
I don’t think we’ve fully recognized it yet. But in this wind that blows in, it’s going to -1

now see the picture I’m trying to show you. It’s going to blow up and create a reversal
type of flow in the Mississippi. It’s gonna blow up because God’s gonna do it as a sign
because He’s gonna reverse some of the iniquity that’s flowed down through here. Now
hear me, the iniquitous patterns of the land in Louisiana are going to begin to be
reversed.” (Later he said it was not a wind of destruction but a wind of change: “The
wind of change is coming in because God says you’re gonna come from behind and
you’re gonna move up against the enemy and you’re gonna overtake him this year.”)
“Louisiana probably has as strong of an occult base as any state in our nation because
you have a people group that has been involved in a lot of occult. You have the
entryway in for voodoo. So you have an occult base in the atmosphere…It’s all linked
with the Mississippi. So it’s going to touch us wherever that Mississippi goes -- all the
way up to Minnesota.”
*We cannot let darkness rule us and we can’t agree with it or with defeat. We have to
pull it off. We must transform into our new identity—look different, be different, have a
different way of doing things, and have a different authority. It’s very important that the
capital of Louisiana knows its identity. By the time we get to October, we’ve got to be
putting on this overcoming garment that says we’re moving right on through into that
place. “See, our testings become a testimony…It means that -- and that’s why you’re
first in line in this nation. Hear what I’m saying to you, Louisiana. You’re first in line in
this nation for those who have been tested greatly, this year I can favor them even
greater.”
*This is a prophet’s year so we’re to be decreeing and speaking the things God says
into existence into the atmosphere so that things will get completed and the generations
will connect with them and we’ll move forward. “So it becomes very important this year
that we are speaking forth what God is saying into our areas and into our atmosphere,
because we’re in a very peculiar season through June. It is a season of travail because
we’re dealing with those things that are trying to hold us captive. Then in July you break
forth with new birth.” Don’t prophesy negative stuff all year long or that’s what you’ll end
up with.
*”Now here’s my word to you. The voice of the Lord will divide the waves in Louisiana.
Don’t allow waves to overtake you. The Lord says, I am giving you an authority now so
that you have control over the waves when the wind’s blowing. I’m gonna give you
authority over how the waves turn. Now hear me. See, that’s what this year’s about
people -- where we can just stand and say, wait a minute. The voice of the Lord can
divide that. He can divide the strength of that in half. He can divide it in half again. He
can divide it in half again and then poof it can be gone and out of here.”
*We must get delivered of fear or we can’t stand and decree what God is telling us to
decree right now. (We dealt with the spirit of fear that’s in the atmosphere here.) We
cannot be controlled by fear—“ See I’m sharing this because this is the year Louisiana
takes its stand and the church in Louisiana takes its stand and it begins to lead in a
way. And the intercessors begin to come forth with wisdom that others wouldn’t have.
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The intercessors come forth with strategy over how to deal with the occult in ways that
others would not have those strategies.” Do not allow occult powers to bring confusion
on you with fear. Satan’s real goal is to vex your spirit and use occult powers to do it.
That’s the war that we have up through the end of June.
*“This is the year that faith is going to explode some way in Louisiana. New Orleans
use to be a place where all the body would come and meet because it’s just one of
those meeting places in towns. But it’s like we’ve got to find the meeting places in
Louisiana where it’s time for faith to explode. Shreveport’s beginning to be one of them.
Baton Rouge is now one of them.”
*Cycles are empowered by a supernatural force and there is a cycle trying to repeat
itself in Louisiana empowered by an occult spirit. “…and see the wind -- biblically it can
be of the devil or it can be of God. Just because you’ve experienced an adverse wind
that could be turned does not mean -- that God says very specifically I’m giving you
authority over the waves. You better watch the wave patterns coming in toward this
land. If you will take authority over the waves, the physical waves, what God will begin
to do is give you authority in the next wave of Holy Spirit.”
*“…Louisiana is going to move into another cycle starting around September the 12th,
but there is a window of great authority that God is bringing His people. We’re all going
to be with you this time. Hear me. You’re not down here by yourself. A lot of people
think well, you know, a lot of people just wish Louisiana would just blow on over. That is
not what God is saying. It’s not what He’s saying but He is rearranging things here.”
*“He (the enemy) wants to hit you in a place that he removes your hope for the future.
He’s hit this state very hard. See, if he can do that, he can break the whole cycle below
you. And that’s what he’s tried to do here. That’s what we’re here to decree that God
says I’m restoring this. I’m bringing a restoration back into this state so hope is fully
restored.”
*To break old cycles we have to be willing to change, to repent, forgive, forgive God, to
give, and to receive grace.
*We must experience mind transformation—the mind of this state must change.
Because the mind is interchangeable in the word of God with heart, we must ask Him to
make it pure. “So just ask the Lord right now, Lord let purity sweep across Louisiana
and go all the way into Mississippi.”
*“If you keep your mind operating past fear, past unbelief, past all that sin and
condemnation, past all the trauma that this land has gone through that has created a
veil, past the atmospheric veil of darkness that’s in agreement with the land because
when demon forces are working, they bring down a dark atmosphere and connect it with
the iniquity of the land. So you’ve got this black screen in front of you. The Lord says,
wait a minute. I’ve come here to tell you tonight that I have a people in Louisiana that’s
gonna hit the mark over and over and over and over again…I’m gonna tell you, God
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says I have a people here that are going to move into a renewal…They’re going to
move in purity. I don’t care what’s raging in New Orleans. God says I can cleanse this
thing. I have ways.”
*“I want to say to you, you are a people that are on the verge of moving into an
overcoming anointing. Do not back up but wear it, speak it, and decree this atmosphere
will be filled with that overcoming anointing all the way from south to north and that this
land will change.”
PRAYER: “Father, we thank you that you have gathered us here as a Gideon army to
put this on notice to say that darkness will not rule in this state. Father, we thank you
that the voice of God is rising up in this state in a new way to penetrate the atmosphere.
Father, we thank you for the travail that has been across this state and Father we thank
you right now that there is birthing in the air in this state. Father, we thank you that new
birth is occurring. Father, we thank you that darkness and its covering and the shadow
of death cannot hold this state and its people captive. We speak to every leader, every
pastor, every apostle. We speak to them and we say rise up in Jesus name. We speak
to every intercessor. We say be renewed in strength. We speak to every prophet and
we say prophesy with authority. Decree with authority. We speak to every dark occult
spirit and say praise will knock you off of your thrown. For Louisiana will be the song of
the Lord will be restored back to this state and it will cause the atmosphere of the state
to be cleansed, in Jesus name. Now begin to just clap your hands again. And that
there’s a new anointing coming into this state. A new wind of strength. Decree that the
new birth will come forth with power. Decree that the waves will be divided. Decree
that the river will be purified.”
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